


The NetZero E-one gives you a unique sensory 

experience, unlike any electric fireplace you’ve 

seen before. You’ll be drawn in by the oh-so-real 

holographic flames that dance on the sculpted logs. 

It captures the appearance and mood of a real wood 

fire behind a large glass front that makes it feel like 

a true hearth. 

Its sustainable design is at home whether you live 

in a country farmhouse, a cozy craftsman or a condo 

on the 15th floor. The E-one entices families to gather 

and turn moments into memories. 

Take a moment to take it all in—because seeing is 

believing.
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Next-Level Realism You
            Have To See To Believe



Enjoy the stunning beauty of fire with the sustainable 

benefits of zero emissions, zero fossil fuels and low 

energy consumption. Now you can make a big impact 

in your home environment—with less impact on the 

one we all share.

The go-anywhere design of the NetZero E-one 

simplifies installation, without the need for venting or 

gas lines, so you can bring the wonder of fire to almost 

any space. And feel good about doing it.
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Create Your Unique 
          Fireplace Experience

Own the moment and match your mood with an array 

of adjustable settings.

Customize the flame height and tone, the intensity of 

the glowing embers, interior lighting and the realistic 

crackling sounds of burning wood. All with our intuitive 

remote that makes the NetZero E-one “on-off” easy.

You can even add a little warmth on a chilly evening 

with the Atmos Heating system or just enjoy watching 

the dancing flames in warmer months with the touch 

of a button.  

netzero e-one

Enjoy the calm of lower flames on a quiet evening at home. Bring energy to the room with flames on the highest setting.
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The NetZero E-one is so low maintenance it’s 
practically no maintenance. There’s nothing to refill and 
nothing to upkeep, besides the occasional dusting and 
glass cleaning.  

The NetZero Fire™ and Kalfire Story
E-one is powered by a partnership between NetZero Fire™ and Netherlands-based Kalfire to bring their patented 

flame technology to North America. It’s a relationship built around a shared passion for creating hearth 
experiences that bring families together, through fireplace designs that are both beautiful and sustainable. Together, 

these two family-owned companies ensure the timeless appeal of fire will be enjoyed by generations to come.
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Contact us at sales@netzerofire.com
NetZeroFire.com  •  NetZero Fireplaces  •  1155 Sherman Rd.  •  Hiawatha, IA 52233 

Products, specifications and prices subject to change without notice. Consult our Owner’s Manuals for all final dimensions. Images shown may differ from actual home installations.
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